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release
S.A. TALKE awarded with additional logistics for new Saudi Kayan NDA plant in Al-Jubail
Chemicals logistics expert ensures production supply at the new liquid chemicals plant
New order includes drumming and re-drumming as well as pelletisation of fatty alcohol and Ethoxylates.
S.A. TALKE now moves over 100,000 tonnes liquid chemicals per year more in Al-Jubail
Hürth/Al-Jubail, 24 June 2014. S.A. TALKE – a joint venture of the German TALKE Group and their Saudi Arabian partners Sisco Group and Al-Jabr Group – is significantly expanding its on-site logistics operations for the petrochemical company Saudi Kayan – a SABIC affiliate – at its liquid chemicals production plant in the Saudi Arabian city of Al-Jubail. Effective immediately, S.A. TALKE is assuming additional responsibility for the supply chain management of the newly erected Natural Detergent Alcohol plant – which consists of a Fatty Alcohol Plant and a Fatty Acid Plant – there along with the transfer of material between two factories of Saudi Kayan. In connection with these operations, S.A. TALKE has created more than 50 new jobs.
In the new factory, which is located on the grounds of the liquid chemicals production plant in Al-Jubail, Saudi Kayan produces so-called Natural Detergent Alcohol (NDA). That product is needed, among other things, to manufacture cleaning agents, lubricating oil and hygiene commodities such as shampoo. S.A. TALKE handles the complete production logistics for the new plant.
“We are very pleased to help Saudi Kayan expand the depth of their production capacity with this arrangement. The TALKE Group has traditionally specialised in liquid chemicals logistics and that makes it the ideal partner for companies which would like to expand their production range in this direction,” underscores Richard Heath, Director Middle East & Asia at TALKE. Saudi Kayan already began using the services of S.A. TALKE at the end of 2011. In a neighbouring plant, the service provider fills containers and drums with ethoxylates and ethanol amines, transports them to a terminal outside of the Saudi Kayan works, stores the product over there and loads the product into containers and trucks to send to customers worldwide.
Within the context of the new on-site logistics project in Al-Jubail, S.A. TALKE moves various intermediates used in the production of fatty alcohols. Some 107,000 tonnes of unprocessed palm kernel oil required for the manufacture of fatty alcohol are unloaded from tank containers or trailers. S.A. TALKE employees drum more than 20,000 tonnes of glycerine per year.
The fatty alcohol C16-C18, produced in Al-Jubail is pelletised, forming granulates which are then filled in 25 kilogram bags – up to 6,000 tonnes per year. Subsequently the bags are stored in special, temperature-controlled warehouses which are maintained between 15 and 35 degrees Celsius. For further transport, S.A. TALKE transfers the granulates into special refrigerated containers and the finished liquid products into ISO tank containers or trailers.

To the editors
TALKE Group, founded in 1947, is among the world’s leading logistics service providers to the chemical and petrochemical industry in Europe, the Gulf States, India and China. The company’s core competencies include the transportation and storage of chemical products, liquid chemicals and hazardous substances of almost all classes. TALKE also offers filling, storage and transport services for dry and liquid chemicals and polymer granules. Moreover, the logistics specialist offers tailor-made contract logistics solutions, state-of-the-art outsourcing concepts and planning and project management services for the construction of logistics facilities.
TALKE Group employs around 2,200 employees at 42 sites in Europe, the Middle East, India and China. Over 2,300 tankers, silo trucks and containers and an extensive range of special equipment to suit individual customer needs for both road and intermodal transports are at the Group’s disposal in order for it to provide its reliable transport and logistics solutions.
The company won the 2004 German Hazardous Goods Prize, which is awarded every year by the editors of “Gefährliche Ladung” (Hazardous Cargo) magazine, for its safe handling of sensitive goods and continuous improvement of transport safety. TALKE is a member of the Responsible Care programme, and was one of the first logistics service providers in Germany to join this initiative in 2009.
ALJABR/AZMEEL Group. Azmeel is a diversified group of companies owned by the renowned AL-JABR family and its roots stretch back to the early sixties. It gradually progressed and branched into various sectors and was finally established as AZMEEL Group in 1988 having its headquarters in Jubail. Azmeel is experienced in all spheres of construction activities and as a result of its hard earned goodwill and reputation AZMEEL is ranked in the Classification as Grade A among the 36 construction companies Kingdom-wide, issued by the Public Buildings Ministry in 2006. Now AZMEEL is spread over 8 major cities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and in the GCC and is playing a vital role in the Kingdom's economy. AZMEEL is well known for its Industrial services including Industrial buildings and Industrial Maintenance, General Contracting, Real Estate developer, Hotel & Leisure and Transportation & Heavy Equipment and its full range of construction, contracting and engineering services supported by its 10,000 manpower.

SISCO. Saudi Industrial Services Company (SISCO), a publicly traded joint stock company with paid-up capital of SR 400 million, was established by a group of well-known Saudi Businessmen in 1986 with the aim to develop and invest in the national industry within the industrial estate. Today SISCO is considered to be one of the kingdom's prominent companies, undertaking large scale capital investments in desalination plants, free zone ports, industrial estate development and other key projects and is considered a specialist in developing and operating major investment projects as well as providing support services to the local industry within the industrial cities, becoming a leader in this field.
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